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ABSTRACT

1

Contemporary deployment environments are volatile, with conditions that are often hard to predict in advance, demanding solutions
that are able to learn how best to design a system at runtime from
a set of available alternatives. While the self-adaptive systems community has devoted significant attention to online learning, there is
less research specifically directed towards learning for open-ended
architectural adaptation – where individual components represent
alternatives that can be added and removed dynamically. In this
paper we present the Emergent Web Server (EWS), an architecturebased adaptive web server with 42 unique compositions of alternative components that present different utility when subjected to
different workload patterns. This artefact allows the exploration of
online learning techniques that are specifically able to consider the
composition of logic that comprises a given system, and how each
piece of logic contributes to overall utility. It also allows the user to
add new components at runtime (and so produce new composition
options), and to remove existing components; both are likely to
occur in systems where developers (or automated code generators)
deploy new code on a continuous basis and identify code which
has never performed well. Our exemplar bundles together a fullyfunctional web server, a number of pre-packaged online learning
approaches, and utilities to integrate, evaluate, and compare new
online learning approaches.

Self-adaptive systems need to monitor their environment and state
and change their behavior to improve their non-functional objectives: prolong their lifespan, optimize resource usage, and minimize
cost of operation, to name a few. Such changes are typically enforced at runtime by suitable tactics developed by engineers at
design time. However, contemporary self-adaptive systems must
deal with conditions that are hard to predict in advance and devise
tactics for. A promising alternative to handle such conditions is to
have the systems themselves learn suitable tactics at runtime – a
research direction known as online learning.
According to a recent survey on the application of machine learning in adaptive systems [10], online (or interactive) learning [12]
has been targeted by a range of research that applies reinforcement
learning (RL) to determine the best tactic at runtime. The majority of
these approaches use Q-learning, a particular variant of model-free
RL (e.g. [2, 14, 28]), while other approaches such as State-ActionReward-State-Action (SARSA) [1, 27] and Multi-Armed Bandits
(MAB) [17, 22, 23] have also been employed. Online learning has
also been tackled from the perspective of online search and optimization, with approaches using, e.g., genetic algorithms [8, 15] to
search the space of possible tactics at runtime by applying them
and measuring their utility.
Drawing from these works and from our own experience, we
have identified a number of distinct and overarching challenges for
online learning in self-adaptive systems, namely: (1) How to select
and tune a specific algorithm for a class of self-adaptive systems? (2)
How to deal with the combinatorial explosion of state-action space
in architecture-based self-adaptive systems? (3) How to deal with
non-stationary environments that make learning and convergence
hard? (4) How to evolve the knowledge built by an online learning
algorithm to consider the addition of new tactics or removal of
existing ones, as new components are added / removed?
To tackle the above challenges in the context of architecturebased self-adaptive systems, researchers need a common platform
on which to apply, tune, evaluate and compare their approaches for
online learning. Such a platform should provide the basic abilities
of representing different self-adaptation tactics, applying them at
runtime, and measuring their utility or reward. Ideally, it also should
offer configuration options that help researchers focus on particular
settings, e.g., non-stationary environments or runtime evolution of
the available tactics.
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INTRODUCTION
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In response, in this paper, we describe the Emergent Web Server
(EWS)1 , a self-adaptive Web server that can play the role of such a
platform. In EWS, tactics take the form of alternative architectural
configurations – compositions of individual components that make
up the logic of the web server. Each composition provides a different
utility (measured as average response latency) when subjected to
different workload patterns. EWS provides a total of 42 unique
compositions, but this list can be extended by introducing new
components to the system that enhance its envelope of adaptability.
EWS is built on a powerful component-based language (Dana [21])
that allows for runtime component hot-swaps with low-overhead
and promotes the design of systems via individual components that
feature well-defined interfaces. At the same time, it comes with
both an HTTP and a Python API that allow for (1) obtaining and
changing the current composition, (2) obtaining a list of all available
compositions, (3) adding and removing components on the fly, (4)
adding and removing monitoring probes on the fly, (5) obtaining
the overall utility over a window of time.
In this paper, we present the architecture of EWS (Sec. 3), its
HTTP and Python APIs (Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3), explain how it can
be used and extended by other self-* researchers (Section 4) and
our experience with using the exemplar (Section 5).

2

RELATED WORK

The self-adaptive systems community has already collected 27 exemplars that support research in self-adaptation2 . Their domains span
from cloud, web and service-based systems [4, 20, 29, 30] to traffic
systems [9, 25], cyber-physical systems [16, 18, 19] and IoT [13, 24].
We specifically compare EWS to the SWIM exemplar [20] as the
most closely related one, since it (i) belongs to the same application domain (web), and (ii) has also been used in evaluating online
learning in adaptive systems (e.g. in [15]).
SWIM is a simulation of a multi-tier web application such as
ZNN.com [7]. Its objectives are to (i) serve requests within a predefined latency threshold, (ii) minimize the infrastructure cost (cost
of running servers), (iii) maximize the revenue by serving optional
content (advertisement) with each request. Clearly, these three
goals are in conflict: using more application servers may reduce the
response latency at the expense of extra infrastructure cost, while
serving more optional content increases revenue at the expense of
increased latency. To resolve this conflict at runtime, SWIM provides two actuators – actions that can be performed at runtime:
(i) increase/decrease the number of application servers, and (ii) increase or decrease a dimmer value that controls how much optional
content is served. A configuration of SWIM (number of servers, dimmer value) can be evaluated at runtime, within an online learning
context, by retrieving a utility value which combines the experienced latency, the perceived revenue and the infrastructure cost in
a single value.
Like SWIM, EWS also offers the possibility of evaluating configurations at runtime, and can be configured for different load levels
and load types. However, since in EWS individual components that
comprise a web server (such as stream processors, cache components, or hash tables) can be combined together in different ways
1 https://github.com/robertovrf/emergent_web_server

2 https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/giese/public/selfadapt/exemplars/
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and even added and removed on the fly, EWS offers the ability to
evaluate learning approaches that are specifically directed towards
learning for open-ended architectural adaptation. This provides
an even richer landscape for the evaluation of online learning approaches, which for example may analyse the specific utility of
each component in a composition.

3

EMERGENT WEB SERVER

EWS is a fully functioning component-based web server able to
serve resources to clients issuing HTTP 1.0 3 requests. EWS has 42
unique compositions that can be (re)assembled at runtime to cope
with changes in the incoming workload pattern. When changing
from one composition to another, the EWS calculates a delta between the two compositions, then performs a series of individual
component hot-swaps to reach the new composition; each such hotswap is guaranteed not to miss or lose any client requests. Amongst
its compositions, there are different variants of stream processors
that use or don’t use compression or caching in their logic, and
different compression and cache replacement algorithms which
combine to form specific EWS compositions. Furthermore, EWS
provides a RESTful API that enables external systems to inspect
and change the current web server composition, add or remove
components at runtime and extract performance metrics from the
executing server. It also provides a baseline online learning algorithm for comparison; researchers can use this exemplar to compare
accuracy and convergence time amongst different online learning
strategies. This section describes the EWS internal architecture, its
RESTful API, and a Python module named PyEWS developed to
facilitate the interaction with EWS in Python.

3.1

EWS Architecture

EWS was developed using a component-based model defined by
the Dana programming language4 that supports the change (i.e.,
replacement, addition and removal) of components at runtime. The
Dana component-based model is somewhat similar to OSGi [11] and
Fractal [5], but supports provably sound component hot-swaps as a
result of how the language is designed [21]. Moreover, every part of
a Dana system is inherently a hot-swappable component, from TCP
sockets to graphical user interface widgets, providing ubiquity of
the component-based paradigm throughout a system and likewise
offering uniform reasoning for online learning about all parts of a
system. In general, component-based software is composed of a set
of small, reusable components executing in a single process. Each
component implements an interface, which specify a list of function prototypes (with parameter- and return-types). Many different
components are able to implement the same interface, providing
a set of component variants (such as different sorting algorithms,
or cache replacement algorithms). These variants are then used as
basis to provide software adaptation tactics at runtime by swapping
one component to one of its variants.
Fig. 1 shows all web server architectural compositions that are
included in the base EWS exemplar. The dotted outer boxes represents the main interfaces of the EWS, and inside those boxes the
solid-lined entities represent the components that implement the
3 RFC:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc1945
http://www.projectdana.com

4 Dana:
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data before sending the response to the client. Finally, HTTPHandlerCHCMP is a combination of both cache and compression. Therefore,
before sending the response to the client, it compresses the data,
and after sending the response, it caches the compressed response.
Compression: defines the functions used by HTTPHandlerCMP
and HTTPHandlerCHCMP. The two different components that implement this interface provide different compression algorithms.
GZip implements the gzip compression algorithm, whereas Zlib
implements deflate.

Figure 1: EWS architecture. Dotted-lined boxes represents
interfaces. Solid-line boxes represents components. Arrows
represent dependencies. The set of blue boxes and arrows
represent a single executing composition.
interface. Most interfaces have a range of implementation variants,
meaning that a change in the web server architecture can be made
by replacing one component by one of its variants. For instance,
when the Compression interface is part of the web server composition, either component GZip or Zlib is selected for use in the system.
When Gzip is selected, a possible change in the system architecture
consists of swapping the Gzip component to the Zlib alternative.
The web server has four main interfaces: RequestHandler,
HTTPHandler, Compression and CacheHandlder. These interfaces make up the core functionalities of EWS. Component variants
for these interfaces define the number of unique compositions EWS
presents. We next describe each one of these interfaces:
RequestHandler. describes how incoming requests are handled. The components that implement this interface define different
concurrency models to handle incoming requests. The component
RequestHandler creates one thread for every new request, whereas
the RequestHandlerPT keeps a pool of threads and assigns incoming
requests to a queue on one of the threads in the pool.
HTTPHandler: is a stream processor which defines the main
HTTP serving functionality. Its components implement the basic
processing procedure of a HTTP GET request. The component
HTTPHandler is the default implementation of the interface; when
handling a client request, it searches for the requested resource in
the file system, loads the resource to memory and sends it to the
client. The other components implement the same functionality
with additional steps. HTTPHandlerCH is an alternative that checks
if a requested resource is in a cache, responding with the cached
version if so; if not, it locates the resource and adds it to the cache
(potentially evicting other cached items when it does so) then responds to the client. HTTPHandlerCMP, in turn, compresses all the

CacheHandler: defines the functions used by HTTPHandlerCH
and HTTPHandlerCHCMP that require a cache. The components
that implement this interface provide caching with different cache
replacement algorithms which evict one or more cached items
when the cache is full and a new item is being added. Amongst
the different component variants, there are: Least-frequently-used
(LFU), Least-recently-used (LRU), Most-recently-used (MRU) and
Random Replacement (RR).
Another important concept is EWS Architectural Description.
EWS identifies each of the unique compositions that are available
using a specific architectural description string. These description
strings are used by the EWS when reporting the set of available
compositions, the currently-in-use one, and also in allowing the
user (or self-adaptive system controller) to select a composition
to adapt to. The description string encodes the complete graph of
a composition, and has two parts divided by the symbol “|”; the
first part is a list of components that are part of the composition,
the second part defines how the components are connected. While
it is not necessary for a user to understand the description string
format, being able to reason about it allows a learning algorithm to
understand which components are in use and how each one may
be contributing to overall utility.
Fig. 1 highlights a specific example EWS composition. The composition description corresponding to this is:
WebServer.o, RequestHandler.o, HTTPHandlerCHCMP.o,
GZip.o, LFU.o|0:RequestHandler:1, 1:HTTPHandler:2,
2:Compression:3, 2:CacheHandler:4
The list of all components in the composition is: Web Server,
RequestHandler, HTTPHandlerCHCMP, GZip, LFU. The description
also denotes how the components are connected: component 0 is
connected to component 1 through interface RequestHandler.
Throughout our examples here, we note that we have isolated
only the components that specifically relate to the EWS; in reality
composition strings are much longer as they include Dana standard
library components such as TCP, FileSystem, etc.

3.2

EWS REST API

EWS provides a RESTFul API to allow the development of external
learning algorithms. The API provides a set of functions that allow
external services to change EWS composition at runtime, fetch realtime performance metrics, and add / remove components from the
web server architecture at runtime (where a newly added component will cause EWS to derive a set of additional compositions that
are now available which involve that component). In this section
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Figure 2: EWS REST API.

we describe each of these functions and provide some context on
how they are used.
Fig. 2 shows the complete list of functions on the EWS REST API.
The first is “set_main” (Fig. 2 (1)). This function is provided with
the file path of the root component of a system, and dynamically
discovers all possible architectural compositions starting from that
component. This is done by examining the interfaces that the root
component depends on, finding all available components which
implement those interfaces, and then examining the interfaces that
those components depend on, and so on. The “set_main” function
should only be called once when initiating EWS and expects one
parameter, the EWS WebServer root component.
Once EWS is running, all of the other REST API functions can
be used, and operate as follows.
The function “get_all_configs”(Fig. 2 (3)) returns a list of all
available EWS compositions as architecture description strings.
This function is often used by a machine learning algorithm to
determine the list of adaptation tactics that are available.
The ”get_config“ function (Fig. 2 (2)) returns the architectural
description string of the currently executing EWS composition.
The “set_config” function (Fig. 2 (4)) changes the currently operating composition to a different one. This function receives as
parameter an EWS architectural description string and changes its
composition at runtime (with no down time from the server). This
function is often used by learning algorithms to explore different
architectural compositions and learn their utility in each set of
deployment environment conditions that is detected.
Besides examining available compositions and changing the currently active one, EWS also allows the dynamic addition of new
components (and newly derived compositions which involve those
components). Additions are made by using the “add_comp” function
(Fig. 2 (5)). A file path to a component is provided as a parameter
(assuming that component has previously been uploaded to the
server via e.g. SFTP), and the system examines which interface this
new component provides, and which interfaces it depends on, and
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derives a new set of additional compositions which are then available through “get_all_configs”. If, for example, a development team
(or automated code improvement system) determines that there
may exist a better cache replacement algorithm that fits the workload pattern, a new cache component can be dynamically added
at runtime. A new set of compositions is then generated and their
efficacy can be learned by the ongoing online learning process.
The function “remove_comp” (Fig. 2 (6)) removes one or more
EWS components, resulting in some compositions being removed
in which those components were involved. For instance, if the Gzip
compression component is removed, all EWS compositions that use
Gzip are eliminated from the available set of possible compositions.
This can be a useful search space reduction strategy, which in turn
can speed up learning convergence in newly-detected operating
environment conditions, in cases where a learning algorithm has
identified a set of compositions that have poor performance across
a wide range of different operating environments.
In addition to being able to view the set of available compositions,
select a composition, and add/remove components/compositions, an
online learning algorithm must also be able to ascertain the current
reward (or utility) of the chosen composition. EWS provides three
functions through its REST API to support reward monitoring: the
ability to inject and remove monitoring probes at selected points in
a composition, and the ability to collect monitoring data acquired
by those probes.
Monitoring probes can be inserted into EWS using the function
“add_proxy” (Fig. 2 (7)). This function is provided with a file path
to a component which will act as the monitoring probe, and path
expression describing where that probe is to be inserted into any
composition (e.g., in front of which interface).
In case there is already a monitoring probe present, users can
remove it by using the function “remove_proxy” (Fig. 2 (8)). Once
the probe is removed, the user can insert a new probe to extract
new information from EWS. These two functions allow either a
human user or a machine learning algorithm to experiment with
measuring the system from different probes to aid in understanding
how different sub-elements of its architecture behave.
Finally, the function “get_perception” (Fig. 2 (9)) returns all monitoring data collected by monitoring probes, then clears the log of
monitoring data in EWS. This function is usually called periodically
by a learning algorithm in a fixed, predefined time interval to observe EWS performance. The monitoring probe we make available
in the base EWS artifact collects the average response time to a
request and also notes each request’s MIME type. Response time
is useful to determine the composition that has the highest utility, whilst the MIME type is useful to help identify patterns in the
incoming workload and classify distinct operating environments
– where each newly-detected distinct environment may trigger a
new round of online learning for that environment, or a previouslydetected environment may allow a learning algorithm to recall its
prior learning state or best-choice for that environment.
Together, these functions facilitate the exploration of online
learning algorithms in situations where both the performance of
each architecture composition, and the set of possible operating environment characteristics, are unknown prior to deployment. They
also allow the creation and exploration of new learning algorithms
that can add or remove compositions that further optimise EWS or
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1

docker run --name=ews -p 2011-2012:2011-2012 -d
robertovrf/ews:1.0

from pyews.server_interface import ewsRESTInterface as eRI

2
3
4
5

# EWS startup
eRI.initialize_server(definitions["main_component"],
definitions["proxy_JSON"])

6
7
8
9

# EWS available composition list,
# returns a list of Component objects
configurations = eRI.get_all_configs()

Step 2.: Get access to the container terminal. To interact with
EWS, we need to get access to the container terminal so that we can
type commands and view output. We do this using the command:
docker exec -it ews bash

10
11
12

# EWS monitoring data - returns a Perception object
perception = eRI.get_perception()

Figure 3: EWS Python Interface.

reduce its composition search space. Because the API is presented
as REST server, this allows the exploration of learning algorithms
written in any programming language which reduces the learning
curve to use our exemplar.

3.3

EWS Python Interface

We also make available a Python Interface to facilitate interaction
with EWS for Python developers. Given the current popularity of
Python among machine learning practitioners, this is intended to
broaden the usability of our exemplar.
The provided Python Interface (illustrated in Fig. 3) acts as a
client to the RESTful API provided by EWS and provides a set
of native Python functions equivalent to those in the REST API,
thereby avoiding the need for the user to manually parse JSONformatted data when interacting with the EWS. We also provide an
implementation of the 𝜖-greedy learning algorithm, as an example
to demonstrate how the EWS Python API can be used to implement
online learning strategies.
Besides the methods defined by the EWS RESTful API in the previous section, the Python interface also provides the “𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 ()”
and “𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛()” methods, which are abstractions
over “meta/set_main” and “meta/add_proxy” functions required to
initialize the server, and the “meta/set_config” function to change
EWS composition without using the architectural description and
using 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 Python objects instead.
Fig. 3 shows an example of how to initialise EWS in Python, get
a list of all available compositions, and get monitoring data from
the executing EWS. To use the Python interface, the user needs
only to import the appropriate modules (as shown in Fig. 3), then
initialise the EWS. In the example here we get a list of all available
compositions, then get monitoring data from the executing EWS.

4

EXECUTING THE EXEMPLAR

This section describes the necessary steps to download, setup, execute, and interact with EWS using a comment-program that enables
users to interact with the EWS API.
Step 1.: Download and execute EWS. The quickest way to get
EWS running is to execute its Docker image. We make available a
docker image on DockerHub that is ready to run. To execute the
container, the user is required to have Docker installed and running.
After ensuring that Docker itself is working, type the command:
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Step 3.: Interacting with EWS. There are two ways to interact
with EWS. One way is to write your code using our Python interface or EWS RESTful API, and the other is through a command
prompt. As we have already described the APIs, here we describe
how to use the command prompt. First, the user must start the
InteractiveEmergentSys.o component, which provides access to the
command prompt. In the container terminal, type the command:
dana -sp ../repository InteractiveEmergentSys.o
Once the InteractiveEmergentSys.o component is executing, the
user can interact with EWS using the terminal. To start, the user
can type “help” to get a list of the available commands. For a more
detailed description of how to execute EWS, please refer to EWS
GitHub repository5 .

5

PUBLISHED RESULTS AND CHALLENGES

EWS is intended to allow researchers to experiment with online
learning for open-ended architectural self-adaptation, where new
components can be dynamically added and removed. A wide range
of challenges are yet to be explored in this space; in this section
we briefly summarise existing results that have used EWS, then
describe major open challenges.
Existing results using EWS have explored different multi-armed
bandit reinforcement learning algorithms [26]. This type of learning
algorithm considers a set of actions (i.e., EWS compositions) that
when selected return a reward (or cost – i.e., response time), where
the reward that is observed obeys a probability distribution function
which captures natural variance in reward over time. The goal of
this learning strategy is to learn which action to select in order to
minimise cost (i.e., response time).
One of the first results published using EWS was presented at
OSDI’16 [22]. This work explored the general idea of autonomously
learning how to compose systems at runtime and finding optimal
compositions as the system executes – and while its operating conditions experience regular change that may not have been predictable
at design-time. In this particular study we used the exemplar to
explore an online machine learning technique based around Thompson sampling [6], combined with Bayesian regression to locate the
optimal EWS composition for a variety of different workload patterns. The use of continuous regression allowed the learning approach to understand the marginal contribution of each individual
component towards the overall reward of a chosen composition
(without directly measuring each component), and to then make
estimates on the likely reward of untried compositions based on
which components those compositions used. The results showed
that this approach was able to very quickly narrow the search
5 https://github.com/robertovrf/emergent_web_server
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Figure 4: Thompson sampling: (a) shows online learning reducing regret as it explores different web server composition. UCB1:
(b) shows response time decreasing as the algorithm converges towards the optimal solution for different environments.
space to locate the ideal composition, needing to sample as few
as 6 compositions or at most 20 compositions in order to have a
high-confidence model of which of the 42 available compositions
was best suited to the current deployment conditions. An example
result is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a), showing on the x-axis the selection of a composition at a given time and its corresponding reward
on the y-axis (expressed as ‘regret’ from a known ground truth);
this example shows a particularly challenging deployment environment which required around 20 compositions to be tried before a
high-confidence choice is made.
A second study, published at SASO’19 [23], shows the application of the UCB1 online learning algorithm [3] to locate the EWS
composition that has the lowest response time, with example results shown in Fig. 4 (b) (y-axis). Each of the vertical bars separating
the graphs is an entire experiment where EWS was subjected to
different workload patterns; while the graph shows that the algorithm converges towards the optimal composition, we also observe
that sub-optimal actions are sometimes chosen repeatedly to check
whether they remain sub-optimal. This demonstrates some of the
difficulty in tuning online learning algorithms for unknown environments and reward ranges; this remains an open challenge.
Our existing results demonstrate that it is possible to learn an
ideal action, at runtime, with no prior knowledge about the possible EWS compositions nor the operating environment on which
EWS is executing. Despite these results, further research is needed
to understand online learning in open-ended architectural selfadaptation. Our studies to date have examined two different learning approaches, which have very different characteristics; further
study is needed to understand which online learning approaches
tend to work best in these scenarios, particularly when the search
space of permutations grows much larger. While it is possible to
infer information about individual component utility across possible compositions, for example, it may also be viable to transfer
knowledge between deployment environment conditions that have
at least some shared features. Second, using online learning in

non-stationary deployment environments has some very difficult
challenges; without prior knowledge, an online learning system is
likely to need to simultaneously learn both how to classify the deployment environment in a way that correlates usefully to different
reward levels, and how to learn which compositions are best suited
to each such environment. Doing this under environment conditions that may change at any moment has received relatively little
study. Finally, there is very little research which studies changes to
the available set of actions post-deployment, such as the addition of
a new component, or the ability to remove components that have
shown little promise in utility gain to narrow the search space.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the Emergent Web Server (EWS)
artefact. This artefact is an exemplar designed for researchers to
explore problems related to online learning for compositional selfadaptive systems. It has 42 unique architectural compositions and,
at runtime, EWS can seamlessly change from one composition to
another, with no downtime. EWS provides both a RESTful API and a
Python interface that enables users to interact with it. Through the
API, users can get monitoring data from the executing EWS, change
its composition at runtime, get a list of all available compositions,
and add or remove components. EWS is an easy to use exemplar
that can be used to study a set of open challenges; we hope the
community may find it a useful tool to advance research on online
learning algorithms to support self-adaptive systems.
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